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Monuments of Power - full of Life

castle ruin Neudahn, near Dahn

From the fortified city Germersheim to 
fortified palaces and castles in the 
natural paradise Palatinate Forest 

Attractive fortification architecture full of culture

Our travel recommendations 

The Palatinate Forest in Germany's biggest coherent forest and includes 
the cross-border biosphere reserve nature park Palatinate Forest / North 
Vosges. Besides great natural impressions there are many fortified palaces 
and castles with diverse offers in this attractive low mountain landscape. 
Our travel recommendation starts at the Rhine in the fortified city 
Germersheim. 

The imposing fortifications belong to the best-preserved ones in Germany 
and beyond. Be fascinated by the history of a city that almost developed to 
the fortress of the German Confederation on a themed guided tour. 

Castle Landeck came into being as one of the protective castles of the 
near former imperial monastery Klingenmüster. The highest castle keep of 
Palatinate offers a spectacular view and the castle museum Landeck offers 
deep insights into the past. 

The impressive stone castles of Dahn and the imperial castle Trifels 
had their golden age in the 12th and 13th century. As many medieval castles 
and palaces of this region they were often the scene of wars, besiegement 
and destruction. Today they can be conquered in peace and offer great 
views. 

The Hambach castle in Neustadt at the Weinstraße is a symbol for the 
bourgeois freedom will and the aspiration for democracy in the German 
area. In this spirit, the exhibitions and diverse events give visitors of all age 
the possibility to get a taste of history. 

Finally, we get to the castle and fortress ruin Hardenberg in Bad 
Dürkheim. Once it shone as residence castle in this region with bulwarks, 
casemates and gun turrets. Some of it can still be rediscovered today. Visit 
the Dürkheim gigantic barrel, allegedly the biggest in the world. 

FORTE CULTURA shows you fascinating fortified monuments. Discover 
divers offers and enjoy culture, people, history and present in the spectacu-
lar landscape of the Palatinate forest in the heart of Europe. 

Fortified castle 
Imperial castle Trifels, 
Annweiler a. Tr.

Hambach castle, Neustadt an der Weinstraße

European Culture Route
Fortified Monuments

Cultural journey to the Fortified Heritage at the Upper Rhine

This travel recommendation is 
without obligation and liability 
for the contents.



Fortified city 
Germersheim

Germersheim, once a defensive fortress location in South Palatinate, was 
supposed to prevent a French advance, together with Landau, in the 19th 
century at the Upper Rhine. 

The unusual well-preserved condition of this polygonal fortified city 
allows time travel with diverse and interesting offers. The former military 
buildings accommodate today numerous museum und culture facilities. 
Guided tours and walks through the fortified city revive the history. 

Fortified castle 
Castle Landeck,
Klingenmünster

South west of Landau, near Klingenmünster, the ruin of castle Landeck 
is situated on the foothills of the Teufelsberg. Just the entrance via the 
restored bridge is already impressive and connected with a great view. 
The former residence castle was continuously fortified over the 
centuries and finally finished to a fortified castle. At the end of the 17th 
century it was destroyed by the French as almost all fortified 
monuments of this region. 

The castle's tavern allows proper feasts throughout the year. Numerous 
concerts, medieval festivals, masses and castle games lure to castle 
Landeck. 

Fortified castle 
Castle Trifels,
Annweiler a. Tr.

Castle Trifels, once the most secured castle of the federation, sits 
visibly over the Palatinate forest. It was fortified to protect the 
deposited federate jewels (crown, sceptre and orb). The most famous 
prisoner was king Richard I. of England, aka “Richard the Lionheart”, 
who was kept here under Hohenstaufen emperor Heinrich VI. The 
multilingual audio guide for children and adults leads you into these 
past times. 

Ruinous since the 16th century and rebuilt in the first half of the 20th 
century, the Trifels today accommodates the permanent exhibition 
“Might and Myth” and is the scene on many worth seeing drama tours. 
Even sport climbers get their money's worth when trying to conquer 
the castle climbing. 

Fortified castle 
Dahner castle 
massif,
Dahn

The Dahn castles Altdahn, Grafendahn, Tanstein and neudahn are 
situated in the middle of the biosphere reserve Palatinate forest. 
Underground rock aisles, mysterious chambers and dungeons built 
into the sandstone and the great view from the castle's keep turn this 
former knights' castles into a great experience. During the Reformation 
two bastion towers were added to Altdahn and Neudahn got three-
storey battery towers which are preserved until today. The castle's 
tavern and the castle museum Altdahn, as well as a multilingual audio 
guide for children and adults take you to past times on the castles. The 
rocky landscape Dahn and its castles are famous as the “climbing 
garden of Palatinate”. 

Fortified castle 
Castle Hambach,
Neustadt a.d. 
Weinstraße

Originally serving for the electors of Speyer, the fortified castle had 
already lost its function and ability to put up a fight, when it became 
the stage of the German democracy movement in 1832. 

The Hambach festival and its vintage scene under the European 
Cultural Heritage seal becomes alive in guided tours for small and big 
guests and offers a divers event program with art, culture and politics. 
A visit to the exhibition about the beginnings of democracy is worth 
seeing. 

Fortified castle 
castle Hardenburg,
Bad Dürkheim

In Bad Dürkheim, above the valley of Isenach, one of the mightiest 
castle of Palatinate is situated: Hardenburg. The fortification 
architecture of the 16th century is good to identify. A permanent 
exhibition informs about history of Hardenburg and its rulers. 

Delve into the golden age of castle Hardenburg – an interesting 
multimedia tour makes it possible. Stroll around the castles garden and 
the restored gate turret like the former lords of the castle. 

 Cultural journey to the Fortified Heritage at the Upper Rhine

From the fortified city Germersheim to fortified palaces and 
castles in the natural paradise Palatinate Forest

Unsere Reiseempfehlung
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